C.C. HEAD WATER DAM AT UMKEI, WAH UMBAM FOREST, RI BHOI

PROTECTION WALL AT SOHLAITEM, UMSAW, RI BHOI
DISTRICT : WEST GARO HILLS.
PROJECT : BAKLA AIBP
STRUCTURE : RCC DAM & CHANNEL
VILLAGE : KARONGGRE
BENEFITTED AREA : 42.089 HA.
NO. OF BENEFICIARIES : 14 NOS.

Before

After
DISTRICT : EAST KHASI HILLS
PROJECT : WAH TYRKHANG
TYPE OF STRUCTURE : CC CHANNEL
LOCATION & VILLAGE : WAHUMEIT/LAITSDAD
BENEFITTED AREA : 2.25HA
NO OF BENEFICIARIES : 5 NOS.
DISTRICT : EAST KHASI HILLS
PROJECT : WAH KHIMMURAH PROJECT (AIBP)
TYPE OF STRUCTURE : WATER HARVESTING
LOCATION & VILLAGE : RANGSKHEN
BENEFITTED AREA : 2.83 HA
NO OF BENEFICIARIES : 5 NOS.
During After

DISTRICT: SOUTH GARO HILLS
LOCATION & VILLAGE: DARING STREAM AT WARIMA
PROJECT: DARENG WARIMA AIBP
TYPE OF STRUCTURE: RCC IRRIGATION DAM
BENEFITTED AREA: 39.77 HA
NO OF BENEFICIARIES: 20 NOS
DISTRICT: SOUTH WEST KHASI HILLS
PROJECT: AIBP
TYPE OF STRUCTURE: WATER HARVESTING STRUCTURE
LOCATION AND VILLAGES: DOMBAH/SAKWANG
BENEFITED AREA: 2 HA.
NOS. OF BENEFICIARIES: 3
CC PROTECTION WALL CUM CHANNEL AT MEGUA SONGMA UNDER LOWER BUGI AIBP, SOUTH GARO HILLS
CONSERVATION DAM AT PAR UMKIANG, EAST JAINTIA HILLS
R.C.C DAM AT THWAI SIEJ UNDER LETEIN AIBP, WEST JAINTIA HILLS
WATER HARVESTING STRUCTURE CONSTRUCTED UNDER AIBP 2016-17 AT
UMKYNJA, SOUTH WEST KHASI HILLS
LATITUDE : 25°25’18.2”       LONGITUDE : 91°27’12.6”
RCC Dam at Wah Yiangkar Cluster under AIBP, West Jaintia Hills
IRRIGATION CHECK DAM AT DOMTOITMAW UNDER WAH TYRKHANG AIBP, EAST KHASI HILLS
District: South Garo Hills
Activity: RCC Irrigation Dam
Project: Lower Bugi
C&RD: Gasuapara
Area Benefitted: 32.59 ha
DONGDONGA (AIBP)
RCC IRRIGATION DAM AT DONGDONGA, WEST GARO HILLS